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Can you share with us your respective reason(s) for joining HKIoD?
Mr Samuel Yung: Years ago, I met your
Dr Carlye Tsui (HKIoD’s chief executive
officer) through the Outstanding Young
Persons’ Association and accepted her
invitation to become an HKIoD member. I
very much agree with the values that
HKIoD promulgates, especially on the
topics of ethics to be expected of a director,
continuing professional training and
strengthening of corporate governance.
Right around that time, I had just begun to
serve as an independent non-executive
officer (INED) of a listed company as well
as the chairman of its audit committee. To
do some due diligence and to find out more
about related regulations, I attended a short
course and seminar organised by HKIoD,
which helped me hugely to perform my
duties. In 2003, I had the honour to be
named a council member of HKIoD and
served in that capacity until earlier this year.
Over the years, I enjoyed participating in
the Institute’s many activities, big and
small, notably, the Directors Of The Year
Awards, the Directors’ Conference and
speaker luncheon meetings. I learned
much from these events; but most of all, I
made a lot of friends.
Mr Solomon Yung: Dad’s recommendation was, of course, a major reason why
I joined HKIoD. He wanted me to gain
more knowledge and know-how via the
Institute to build a sound foundation. I
am still at the start of my career. I must
get a better handle on pointers of being a
director to prepare for increasing responsibility in management. That is why I
regularly attend HKIoD events such as
luncheons to get updated on corporate
governance trends. I also would like to be
given a chance to help out HKIoD and to
learn from seniors in the process.
As directors, what do you see as the
most important common values?

Mr Samuel Yung (right) and son Mr Solomon Yung take a break in the office for the interview.
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Mr Samuel Yung: As a director, one
must put integrity above all else,

irrespective of the type of organisation
he or she represents. For instance, an
INED must protect the interests of the
minority shareholders. A director must
handle financial accounts with high
transparency and deal scrupulously with
declarations regarding connected transactions. A director also must deal fair
and square and avoid conflicts of
interest. No matter what sector your
company is in, you must serve with
integrity as a director.
Mr Solomon Yung: I surely agree that
integrity is most important, not just for a
director but for an individual. As for
younger directors, they lack experience on
the board and must first build confidence
by enriching themselves with knowledge
on corporate governance. Personally, I
need to work harder in this respect.
As a father, how do you feel about
your son joining the insurance
industry?
Mr Samuel Yung: I am pleased. I never
really tried to influence my children’s
choice of a career. I believed that my
responsibility was to give them a
comfortable environment to grow up in.
As long as they are happy, I’m fine.
Solomon had always wanted to be a
barrister. But shortly after completing his
brief internship at the High Court and
barrister firm, he came to his mom and I to
discuss his career choice, telling us that he
would prefer to work with people. Since
with law, he had to spend a lot of time on
reading and studying documents, he said it
might not be suitable for him. Perhaps his
choice of insurance as a career path was
partly due to my having encouraged him
since childhood to participate in church
activities and social service, which shaped
his caring personality. Before I retire, I
plan to pass on to him as much of my
experience and know-how as possible and
to hand over the baton gradually.
You are the father as well as the
supervisor. Solomon, do you see Mr
Yung senior’s image as being different at the office versus the home?

Proud father (left) attends the university graduation of his son Solomon.
SamuelҍਯSolomonߞЂᐯಲᚃȄ

Mr Solomon Yung: Dad gave me a good
environment to learn and to grow up in.
While he has been most caring, I
sometimes felt that he was a bit nagging.
Since joining AIA, I began to see that Dad
is actually very thoughtful. He is most
serious about work, meticulous with
details and highly observant. The way he
deals with others strikes a delicate
balance between work and family. All this
is worth my while to emanate.
Samuel, how do you allocate time,
given that your work is demanding?
Mr Samuel Yung: I believe that one
must share one’s success with the family.
I don’t bring work home so that I have
adequate family time. On weekdays I am
totally committed to my job. My weekends
are for the family and the church. It isn’t
easy though to set aside time like this
hence my daily schedule is extremely

tight. In addition, the entire family goes
on a long-distance trip once a year.
Recently, we were in England, Germany,
Italy, Korea, Jordan and Canada.
Mr Yung (Senior), you’d had some
remarkable achievements early in
your career. What is your philosophy
to success? What is your philosophy
to success?
Mr Samuel Yung: I define “success” as
being able to improve from day to day and
to do it continually. The life of a successful
person is balanced. I think it is key to have
a sound economic foundation, to know
how to share one’s achievements with
one’s loved ones, and to be in constant
pursuit of personal development. Above all,
a successful person must give back to
society what he or she can derive from it.
Spiritual grooming is also a must; in my
case, it’s my faith in Christ.
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ڍ՝Ӱ࣏ϧቄনӰёΣॷ෫ီٱᏰོŀ
ৠҗӑҡȈԺՐࡈاჅ൰ҍࠦՐྻ
ሮᝊۖᐯྻߞ֖ࣆᗁ໗ठൾЀȂԴՁ
ߞᘛϭҐϢऎྻ৶Ȅࠧا௱ሮԢᐯྻ
ࢆෳߞኊৃȂપ࣏־ၭڰᕕգߞᑆՇȃࢺ
᠈་۶мԋᇒȄ
ҐϢᐯྻࠐงȂৣا༟ܕҍԇϯҾгҦߞᑾ
Ӳࠧே֖ၭڰȂـԇ৶ྻѹਯȂऎ
Ϟᆽᚚ۶ሮᝊहᝯߞޱഢȂاணҐϞӤᐯྻ
ᗝᓱߞง۶ᗾਲ਼ȂഺᅆاԴၭߞྻڰ
Ѝ֯գ࢝ЂߞᕒׄȄԴĳııĴՐ࢝اᅷܶᖔ
ᘛҍԇऎᐯྻߞನڰȂߡĳıĲĶՐۢԇȄ
ԺՐ࢝اڽᒸணሃᐯྻЙԢЂЈڰசȂՂ
ȶ൰ҍၭڰጨȷȃȶၭڰᎢᐪȷ۶оᔠᆊᗾ
ྻຈȂഺڱ၃ᢚاڹᖔૈډԺȂϵ៏ఀЙь
у᎖Ȅ
ৠࡦᛒӑҡȈѭᓐߞєᚧည๒࣏ѹঋ১ԯ
Ȃҁౕ࢝ؓاକჅᐯྻᐯ೫ـԺߢᝊȂ
ӇՀᚂȄڰߞاᘘԴَ༥ࣱȄऎӏ
ڽڗᇒನኸ֯Հ൯Ȃاቮঋ෪ـԺ
ၭߢ༷ڰȂऎթاணҐϞᐯྻᗝᓱߞࣿஜ
ՂоᔠᆊᗾྻຈȂሮᝊԋᇒߞ൵ྲᘌ
ཕȂգᑟྻاϵౕؓऎᐯྻ֯ҍـԺឥ
ȂԨࡈᏅেԺԺᐯ೫Ȅ

Samuel brings young Solomon
to primary school.
Јѭᓐ௲SolomonϯЈᐯȄ

Eight-year-old Solomon and his younger
sister enjoy some horseplay with their
father Samuel at home.
ϣ࿐ߞSolomonሃȂ
ѭᓐԴਛКԪȄ

࣏٘ီٱȂڍ՝ᇯ࣏ٲӓӣቋശ
࣏१ौŀ
ৠҗӑҡȈၭڰӅ༷႕ࠫݸԴϘ֜Ȃ
Դԇ֣ߞᑟᅹϵϘዹȄබѽࠧேၭऎڼ
ȂӅ༷ᇯ᠕Јߵތ۶ظႤ߰ߞૈ׀Ȅၭڰঋ
ᗝ࢘ށȂನ௳ӫȃᝯᗑӹݽ۶ૈ׀Ӧ
ඡঋࠧ௱ЈѕᚰྕȇၭڰڰϵঋгӀг
ӒфڨѤૈ׀ᎏॎȄЙᎢҍԇ৹Ϙᇌᑟᅹߞ
ၭڰȂൌঋѽ႕ࠫऎҍᙇȄ

ࠑӯҁႵඈᡌంڰবᅆϠߞЍ֯Ȃփࢠޱ
ࡋӅ༷ࠅႵԺ༡ԴᏦᡝࢠޱћԆН
ϯȂӏӅᏋԪҁȄϵധంЈاබ௲ҁጤѕ
ணҐిྻфێҁߤྻއசᑟᅹߞࣿஜȂཬ
ൄҁᝯѕ־ϠߞݑȂ࠳ڹҁڕϯ࠲ᔍ
ߞႮȄԴاଡ଼ԃࡈȂاҞѽཇఱҁ၃ᢚ
۶ߢᝊȂുَєታҁతјڰߞاȄ

ৠࡦᛒӑҡȈည๒Ԣྍ႕ࠫߞদঋݑȂЙ
ඏѤၭڰՂթȂஇϠӺᕕՂթȄՐቅߞၭ
ڰԴၭྻڰа૿ѻ၃ᢚȂঋԐᐯ೫Ժڱԋ
ᇒߢᝊȂ࢙ӲࠫȂ҇ᅁЎȂԴഺ
ўবاᘘঋԺҐׅϧ۸Ȅ

ࢋЮᒑζΰѧȂŔŰŭŰŮŰůᇯ࣏Юᒑ
ӵϴѧלޟຫڷӵড়ϛԤϧቄϚӣŀ

ڋυ߳٘ᓎடཾȂЮᒑԤϧቄࣼݲŀ
ৠҗӑҡȈޟ࢝ۖྏاዐȄԐاంڽ
ٟգҽҠЄЃᅆڰߞᓴᑄȂߞاയԇබ
࣏෩ڻϘৎේߞأᖖᄩᢰҁেࠜȂҪঋ
ҁেأጄබҞѽȄۊЄంЈߞؠ࣏ऎ
ЂࢠਰȂညҁ؆Դຈޱ୰фЂࢠਰ֖
ߞงᅁ೫ࢢȂҁѹஜار۶щщཉ᎘Ȃ
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ৠࡦᛒӑҡȈѭᓐຜПاϘৎډՀߞᖖᄩ
ᐯ೫۶ࠜȂᅆا๑ྋЙȂҪ࣏գ
اϵྻݎѭᓐщኗҤȄ֭ంҐϢгҦࢢ
Ȃاѭᓐ࢝ѕȂᅆЍ֯ϩжሮૌȂ
ަদြȂӺգ࢝ߞᣍᅅϧȂҁ࢞Ϡత
ߏߞўՑȂԴЍ֯۶ਛਲӠࣿН༡ۤఀӀ
ᓊȂൌ࢝ৃఀاҝᐯ೫Ȅ
ŔŢŮŶŦŭޟώհ࡞ԔȂձԃդϷਢ
ޟŀ

ৠҗӑҡȈاሮऎЍ֯ϯߞґӅ༷ሃ
ਛϠжڳȂऎϞຜਛϠ҇ߞږह༡Ȃ
ྻاЍ֯۶ਛਲӠࣿж༟Ȅ࣐งϘУ
ѕЍ֯Ȃ࣐งбȃџا༡ឥຜਛϠ
۶ిྻȂঋஇۖഺϘᙇڭЙਟݽȂԯթا
ӀџߞЍ֯џవఀࠧ௱ᇦȄթҳȂا
েϘਛұϾُՐൌྻҝϘը֖ࠜȂࠕ
ՐاেҝჅॻȃȃྍЂ׀ȃᘹȃ
ॗӌȃҐੋЂຈԳȄ
ӵ࡞ԑሆޟਢঐȂŔŢŮŶŦŭӵ߳ᓎཾϐ
ԤᠮΡޟԙ൷ȂձޟԙђᏰϧቄŀ
اሮऎґߞܠ၍ȂԴݺЫчঋѧ࣑ч་
َȂށчѧЫч་َȂࢺڭНѽࢮȄґ
ߞϠգӀᓊߞӠࣿȂاሮऎঋգᜦஉߞ
၃ᕻᚂȂލᕖఀሃਛϠжڳȂЙᙝୠ
ِৎϠߞࠜȂۤఀබঋ㖝ߤྻȄթ
ҳȂϵঋգᢸߞݑைᏳȂᅆڽاሲබ࣏
ရిࠫԈȄ

